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If you ally infatuation such a referred the war
on learning gaining ground in the digital
university by elizabeth losh book that will
offer you worth, get the definitely best seller
from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you desire to witty books, lots of
novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions
collections are afterward launched, from best
seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every
books collections the war on learning gaining
ground in the digital university by elizabeth
losh that we will enormously offer. It is not
approximately the costs. It's just about what
you habit currently. This the war on learning
gaining ground in the digital university by
elizabeth losh, as one of the most lively
sellers here will totally be accompanied by
the best options to review.
Elizabeth Losh directs the Culture, Art, and
Technology Program at Sixth College at the
University of California, San Diego. She is
the author of Virtualpolitik: An Electronic
History of Government Media-Making in a
Time of War, Scandal, Disaster,
Miscommunication, and Mistakes (MIT
Press) and the coauthor of Understanding
Rhetoric: A Graphic ... Elizabeth Losh\'s The
War on Learning makes an invaluable
intervention into current debates about the
role of digital media in higher education by
adopting an approach that is at once hopeful
and skeptical, that rejects technological
euphoria and moral panic alike, that
challenges the promises made by corporate
vendors but also those made by ... Apr 25,
2014 · Elizabeth Losh directs the Culture, Art,
and Technology Program at Sixth College at
the University of California, San Diego. She
is the author of Virtualpolitik: An Electronic
History of Government Media-Making in a
Time of War, Scandal, Disaster,
Miscommunication, and Mistakes (MIT
Press) and the coauthor of Understanding
Rhetoric: A Graphic Guide to Writing. What
they learn in college -- The war on learning -On camera: the baked professor makes his
debut -- From reality tv to the research
university -- The rhetoric of the open
courseware movement -- Honor coding:
plagiarism software and educational
opportunism -- Toy problems: education as
product -- The plays the thing: games and
virtual worlds ... Losh analyzes recent trends
in postsecondary education and the rhetoric
around them, often drawing on first-person
accounts. In an effort to identify educational
technologies that might actually work, she
looks at strategies including MOOCs
(massive open online courses), the
gamification of subject matter, remix
pedagogy, video lectures (from ...
Endorsements. Elizabeth Losh\'s The War on
Learning is the rare book that avoids the
Scylla and Charybdis of writing on
technology and writing on education. We
hear too much that technology will save us or
damn us, that education is wonderful or
terrible. For Losh, learning is a process, not a
product—and so is technology, and so are the
institutions of education. Jul 20, 2014 · The
War on Learning: Gaining Ground in the
Digital University. Elizabeth Losh. MIT Press.
June 2014. Find this book: Education at all
levels throughout the developed world is
dominated — and, oftentimes, daunted — by
the inclusion of ‘21st century skills’ across
curricula, a term typically given to ICT and
productivity skills. Jul 15, 2014 · In The War
on Learning, Elizabeth Losh analyses recent
trends in post-secondary education and the
rhetoric around them. In an effort to identify
educational technologies that might actually
work, she looks at strategies including
MOOCs, the gamification of subject matter,
remix pedagogy, video lectures, and
educational virtual worlds. Losh’s work is
valuable reading for … The War on Learning:
Gaining Ground in the Digital University.
Elizabeth Losh. MIT Press. June 2014. Find
this book: Education at all levels throughout
the developed world is dominated — and,
oftentimes, daunted — by the inclusion of
‘21st century skills’ across curricula, a term
typically given to ICT and productivity skills.
Dec 31, 2013 · Abstract. In The War on
Learning, Elizabeth Losh analyses recent
trends in post-secondary education and the
rhetoric around them. In an effort to identify
educational technologies that might actually
work, she looks at strategies including
MOOCs, the gamification of subject matter,
remix pedagogy, video lectures, and
educational virtual worlds.
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